
• For almost all your figures (perhaps all), you introduce an \iftheelse statement so that you 
can define (slightly) different figure sizes for the arXiv and journal version.  Please don't do 
this. Find a common size that works for both.  Thus don't put figures into an \iftheelse "if" 
statement.


  Done 

•  Remove bylines to individual authors 
  \address[inst1]{Rice University (US)}
  \author*[inst1]{Yousen Zhang}
  \author*[inst1]{Liuyao Zhang}
  \author*[inst1]{Shuai Yang}
  \author*[inst1]{Wei Li}
  Done 

•  Remove all commented-out text (see instructions) 
  %%%%%%%%%%%%% local definitions %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
  %\ifthenelse{\boolean{cms@external}}{journal version of the 
LaTex}{arXiv version of the LaTex}
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  Title page %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
  etc. 
    Done 

• Rename figures to the standard format and move to the main directory (see instructions). 
  Done 

• Eliminate your maco \rootsNN and use the standard one, \sqrtsNN. 
  Done 

• Use pennames 
- New commands 

- \newcommand {\pp}    {\ensuremath{\text{pp}}\xspace}. 
- $\mathrm{e^{+}e^{-}}$ and ep 
- \newcommand {\pPb}  {\ensuremath{\text{pPb}}\xspace} 
- \newcommand {\pA}    {\ensuremath{\text{pA}}\xspace} 

- pp collisions (use your macro \pp after you fix it to use pennames); multiple 
occurrences. 

- ep collisions 
- b quark 
- B meson 
- Once introduced, use your macros, pPb  -> \pPb   

   Now they become 
   \newcommand{\pp}{\ensuremath{\Pp\Pp}\xspace} 
   \newcommand{\eecollision}{\ensuremath{\Pep\Pem}\xspace} 
   \newcommand{\epcollision}{\ensuremath{\Pe\Pp}\xspace} 
   \newcommand{\pPb}{\ensuremath{\Pp\tex{Pb}}\xspace} 
   \newcommand{\pA}{\ensuremath{\Pp\tex{A}}\xspace} 
   They together with b quark and B meson are now in use of pennames. 
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• Remove tilde “10.22\pbinv~ during” 
  Done 

• No space (see instructions), ${<5}\%$  ->  {$<$5}\% 
  Done 

• Eliminate blank lines on either side of equations Eqs. (3), (7), etc. 
  Done 

• Remove \par here: 
      \par 
      The $v_{2}^{\mathrm{sub}}$ results of  
    and the same in other such situations. 
      \par 
      To further investigate 
     etc. 
  Done 

• Use the standard macros 
      $0.061\pm0.018 ({\text{stat}})\pm0.013 ({\text{syst}})$ 
      ->  $0.061\pm0.018\stat\pm0.013\syst$ 
    Here and elsewhere 
  Done 

• Use \abs 
  $|y_{\text{lab}}|<1$ [multiple occurrences] 
  Done 

• Refs. [16,75] lower case in title 
  Done, but for Ref [75], the upper cased words are Large Hadron Collider, not sure we should 
keep it lower cased or not.
•  [44] Use format for an erratum from the style guide 

@article{Cowan:2010js, 
      author         = "Cowan, Glen and Cranmer, Kyle and Gross, Eilam and 
                        Vitells, Ofer", 
      title          = "Asymptotic formulae for likelihood-based tests of new 
                        physics", 
      journal        = "Eur. Phys. J. C", 
      volume         = "71", 
      year           = "2011", 
      pages          = "1554", 
      doi            = "10.1140/epjc/s10052-011-1554-0", 



      note           = "[Erratum: \DOI{10.1140/epjc/s10052-013-2501-z}]", 
      eprint         = "1007.1727", 
      archivePrefix  = "arXiv", 
      primaryClass   = "physics.data-an", 
      SLACcitation   = "%%CITATION = ARXIV:1007.1727;%%"                                                         
} 
  Done, see Ref. [44] 

•  [73] use format from the style guide 
@PHDTHESIS{CrystalBallRef, 
     author    = "Oreglia, Mark Joseph", 
     title     = "A study of the reactions $\psi^\prime \to \gamma \gamma \psi$", 
     school    = {Stanford University}, 
     year      = 1980, 
     note      = "{SLAC} Report {SLAC-R-236}", 
     url       = "http://www.slac.stanford.edu/cgi-wrap/getdoc/slac-r-236.pdf" 
} 
  Done 

• Compile the paper in preview mode and correct the issues noted in the references 
  Abelev:2009af:  AUTHOR Error: Author with adjacent initials. 
  Done

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/cgi-wrap/getdoc/slac-r-236.pdf

